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Abstract 
We present results from a study of the nanostructure of silver thick film contact interfaces on n-type Si-(111) and Si-
(100). At the interface of such contacts silver crystals grow in pits, which form during contact formation. They carry 
the current across the interface and hence determine the contact resistance, which is an efficiency limiting parameter 
of silicon solar cells. The size and shape of the silver crystals is governed by the pits in the silicon surface, because 
the crystals only emerge in these pits. Consequently, being able to predict pit characteristics in dependence of contact 
processing parameters will enable the prediction of the crystal size and coverage, which influences the contact 
resistance. In the present work, we investigate these pits experimentally by scanning electron microscopy. We are the 
first to simulate the pit formation at a silver thick film contact interface based on the removal probability of silicon 
surface atoms. For this purpose, an existing model, which was originally designed to describe the mechanism of wet 
chemical etching of silicon, is modified to match our interface conditions. Our simulations lead to a consistent and 
quantitative correct description of all experimental data. The simulations enable to predict pit formation for arbitrary 
contact formation process parameters like temperature or duration for silver thick film contacts on n-type silicon. 
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1. Introduction 
The silver thick film technology is predominantly used for contacting the n+-emitter of industrial 
crystalline silicon solar cells [1]. One limiting parameter of the solar cell efficiency is the contact 
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resistivity. In order to achieve a lower contact resistance, a profound understanding of the contact is 
necessary. Recently published work reports silver crystals at the interface of silver thick film contacts that 
represent the only current path across the contact interface [2,3]. The mechanism of the contact formation 
process was proposed by Schubert [4]. In summary, Schubert describes the chemical reactions of the 
substances that are present at the contact interface: silicon from the substrate, silver and lead oxide from 
the metallization paste. Lead oxide is added to the metallization paste, because lead acts as a catalyst 
during the silicon-silver interaction and, in the case of silicon solar cells, assists to corrosively open the 
silicon nitride coating, which is deposited before metallization for antireflection and passivation purposes. 
During the high temperature step of contact formation, the silicon substrate reacts with the lead oxide, 
leaving lead behind. Silver dissolves in the liquid lead. Then silicon is able to dissolve in this silver-lead 
melt and leaves a pit, where silver recrystallizes during cooling down [5]. Removing the entire contact 
including the silver crystals wet chemically reveals the pits in the silicon surface beneath the contact. 
Figure 1 shows the direct comparison of such pits on planar Si-(111) and Si-(100) substrates. On the Si-
(111) surface the pits are inverted prisms with a triangular base, while we find inverted pyramids with a 
quadratic base on Si-(100). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) top view of pits beneath a silver thick film contact on (a) Si-(111) and (b) Si-(100) 
Nomenclature 
δij Kronecker Delta 
ε, εisn Energy of back bond weakening by a direct second neighbor, by a indirect  second neighbor 
ε0 Bond energy of two silicon bulk atoms 
E Total bond energy of the target atom  
i, j number of dangling bonds of the target atom, of a first neighbor 
kb Boltzmann constant 
n, mj, l Number of first, direct second, and indirect second neighbours of the target atom 
p Target atom removal probability 
t Time 
T Temperature 
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2. Simulating the pit formation 
Our approach to simulate the pit formation is to assume that pits are formed by removing silicon 
surface atoms. For this, the bond energy of the surface atoms needs to be broken. A model for silicon 
surface atom removal based on the bond energy of the surface atoms has been proposed by Gosalvez [6]. 
In principal this model calculates the bond energy according to the immediate vicinity of each atom. For 
clarity, Fig. 2(a) shows a top view of the Si-(100) plane. Colored circles and lines represent silicon atoms 
and their bonds, respectively. We choose one surface atom with two dangling bonds and two bonds to the 
silicon bulk as target atom to be removed. We denote one of its bonds as target bond. The target atom 
features two first neighbors. These are surrounded each by three other atoms. One of these surrounding 
atoms exhibits only two bonds to the silicon bulk. They are denoted as direct second neighbors. Atoms at 
the same distance to the target atom, but with no link via a first neighbor, are denoted as indirect second 
neighbors. According to Gosalvez’ model, the significant mechanism during atom removal is the 
weakening of the target bond by hydroxyl groups that accumulate at the dangling bonds of either atom 
sharing the target bond [7-8]. The target atom is a surface atom where two first neighbors are missing. 
Hence, the target atom features two dangling bonds. They are each saturated by a termination group 
[9,10] represented as black ovals in Fig. 2(a) resulting in weakening of the target bond. This is the effect 
of first neighbors. The effect of direct second neighbors occurs, when a termination group (depicted as a 
black oval in Fig. 2(b) can attach to the other atom of the target bond. Thus the target bond energy is 
lowered by each termination group that is attached to either atom sharing the target bond. Denoting the 
number of bonds of the target atom to a termination group by i and the bonds of the other atom of the 
target bond to a termination group by j, yields the energy of the target bond: 
  (1) 
ε0 is the bond energy of two silicon bulk atoms. It can be calculated by applying the density functional 
theory on hydrogen terminated Si18 clusters, giving ε0 = 2.7 eV [8]. The energy amount ε by which the 
target bond energy is lowered per termination group, is ε = 0.4 eV for hydroxyl ions [8]. To obtain correct 
predictions from the model, the effect of indirect second neighbors has to be included: If an indirect 
second neighbor is missing, dangling bonds of the target atom are saturated by a termination group as 
well, but the effect on the target bond is different, as indicated by the open oval in Fig. 2(c) The effect is 
different, because the termination group interacts with the termination groups attached to the surface 
atoms highlighted with arrows in Fig. 4(c). The influence of indirect second neighbors is described by an 
additional energy εisn = 0.2 eV [8]. Note that εisn = 0.5 ε. The total bond energy of the target atom is the 
sum over the energy of all its bonds including the described effects from above [6]: 
 
  (2) 
Here n, mj, and j are the numbers of first, second, and indirect second neighbors, respectively as 
introduced in Figure 2. δij is the ĀKronecker deltaā. The index i is the first index in brackets of ε. The 
probability of removing a silicon atom from the surface, bound with energy E, is given by [6]: 
  (3) 
As we are only interested in the energy ratios of different bond constellations and the appropriate removal 
probabilities, we can normalize the probability of the constellation with the lowest bond energy critH  to 
unity. For this purpose we replace E  by an energy difference critEE H ' . 
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Fig. 2. (a) The target atom with two dangling bonds saturated by a termination group (black oval). The environment features direct 
and indirect second neighbors, (b) a missing direct second neighbor being replaced by a termination group (black oval) weakens the 
bond between the target atom and the first neighbor, (c) a missing indirect second neighbor resulting in termination groups 
accumulating at the atoms highlighted with an arrow. These termination groups interact with the termination group attached to the 
target atom. This changes the effect of bond weakening on the target bond (represented by an open oval). 
3. Simulation results 
We calculate the removal probabilities according to Equation (3) for the atomic configuration of Si-
(111) and Si-(100) for different temperatures and different values for ε on a surface area of 1000 x 1000 
atoms. We simulate the atom removal by comparing the calculated removal probability with a generated 
random number. In the simulations we vary the time t, the energy parameter ε, and the temperature T. 
Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the temporal evolution of the pits for evenly spaced time intervals, ε =0.45 eV, and 
a temperature of T = 700 °C, 880 °C, and 1200 °C on Si-(111) and Si-(100), respectively. One can see 
that the shapes are correctly reproduced for both crystal orientations. The simulations predict, as 
expected, triangular and quadratic pits for Si-(111) and Si-(100), respectively. With increasing 
temperature T, the pit shape turns from triangular and near-quadratic to a more rounded shape. With 
increasing time the pits grow larger in lateral size. 
4. Comparison to experimental data 
To compare experimental pits from SEM images and simulated pits, we define a form index F that 
describes how squared or rounded a pit is. With this it is possible to determine the degree of congruence 
of experimental and simulated pits. We define the form index F = R1/R2. R1 and R2 are defined in Fig. 4(a) 
and (b) for experimental and simulated pits. The form index varies between 1 < F < 2 , for the pit shape 
turning from quadratic to circular on Si-(100). On the SEM image, we determine F by an image editing 
program. On a simulated image, we extract F directly from the simulation data. When determining the 
form indexes from experimental images, we take the mean of the form indexes from the four sides of each 
pit. Figure 4(c) displays the form index F versus the temperature T during contact formation on the one 
hand determined from experimental SEM images and on the other hand extracted from simulated images 
where different values for ε were used. In Fig. 4(c) the experimental data points are situated between the 
simulation data of ε = 0.45 eV and ε = 0.5 eV. However, the total increase in F around T = 820 °C of the 
experimental data is better reproduced by the simulation data, where ε = 0.45 eV is used. 





























Fig. 3. Atomistic simulations showing the temporal evolution of pit growth for T = 700 °C, 880 °C, and 1200 °C on (a) Si (111), and 











Fig. 4. Pits on Si-(100) and the geometrical definition of the form index F = R1/R2 on (a) an experimental SEM image, (b) a 
simulated image, (c) Simulated and experimental form indexes F in dependence of the temperature T for several values of ε. 
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5. Conclusion 
We have presented a study of the phenomena at the interface of silver thick film contacts on differently 
orientated silicon substrates. Silver crystals are located in pits in the silicon surface at the contact 
interface. Experimental observations of the pit characteristics at a silver thick film contact interface are 
for the first time verified by atomistic simulations based on surface atom bond energy breaking 
probabilities. We can show good agreement of the experimental and simulated data. Apart from the 
macroscopic parameters like the silicon substrate orientation, the contact formation temperature and time, 
we have identified the energy parameter ε as a microscopic parameter that controls the behavior of the 
pits. We determined this parameter to be ε = 0.45 eV for our interface conditions. The results in this work 
are the first steps towards predicting the pit shape and size in dependence of the parameters without 
performing the actual experiment. This is of great advantage for the contact engineer, as the simulations 
enable to optimize pit structures, silver crystal coverage and hence the contact resistance without or at 
least with significantly reduced experimental effort. 
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